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Not long after, the heavy sword in Lu Yuan's hand smashed the carapace on

the top of the underground palace spider's head, and slashed into its brain

with a sword.

The underground spider uttered a harsh scream and twitched to the ground.

Lu Yuan drew out the long sword, tossed the turquoise slime on the blade, and
looked in the direction of the Green.

Green’s defensive ability is very strong.

Although the power of the underground spider is not weak, it is still difficult
to break Green's defense.

He resisted the attack of underground spiders, and the other people only

needed to be responsible for the attack.

Zhuo Ming's strength is slightly lower, but the spider in the underground

palace itself is not a fierce beast with a particularly strong defense, and their

attacks can still leave scars on its body.

It’s just that, even if they were attacked by a team, they still failed to cause

fatal damage to the spiders in the underground palace.

After Lu Yuan killed his spider, the underground spider that Green and the

others faced still had the power to fight.

Lu Yuan's soles stepped on the ground, and his body rushed towards the

underground spider.
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At this moment, the claws of the underground spider were once again blocked

by Green's giant shield, screaming angrily, and Lu Yuan's body jumped up,
jumping over two meters, and appeared on top of its head.

The heavy sword was lifted above his head by Lu Yuan and severely cut down.

The pitch-black sword's edge fell on the black carapace, and the carapace

showed a sword mark for an instant, and the cobweb-like cracks spread
around the sword mark.

Click! !

嗤! !

The blade tore the carapace on the spider's head and penetrated its head.

"Squeak!!"

The underground spider screamed, his body twisted violently, and his sharp

claws danced in all directions.

Lu Yuan stood firmly on its back, stabbing the epee forcefully.

The action of the underground spider stiffened, and the huge body about 1.8
meters high fell heavily.

Zhuo Ming's eyes widened at the moment and their faces were full of shock.

"too strong!"

"The head carapace of the underground palace spider is obviously the hardest

part, and the black knight split it open with a single sword! How powerful is

this?!"

"A guardian system has such a powerful force. As a strong offensive system, I
am autistic."

Everyone spoke.



Green glanced at the corpse on the ground, put away the huge shield, and said
with a wry smile:

"Lu Yuan, you are too strong. I feel that if we follow you, it will drag you

down."

Lu Yuan smiled: "Why? The strength of this underground spider is much

stronger than that of the spiders on the periphery. If two are together, it is a
bit troublesome for me. If you didn't block one, I would not It can be solved so
easily."

Lu Yuan didn't say anything polite.

His strength is strong and good, but in the face of two such big underground

spiders, it is not that simple to solve it in a short time.

Especially there are still spider silks nearby. The terrain is beneficial to

underground spiders, so it is still a bit cumbersome to deal with.

Of course, with his defensive ability, he won't be injured, but the kill speed
will be slower.

The problem is that he is going to the ruins now. Who knows what's going on
there now. It would be better to go there earlier.

In case it is too late and the ruins are closed, it is too late to regret it.

"Hahaha, you said that, I feel a lot more at ease, pack up the materials, and
continue to go in."

Green laughed.

A group of people took out the materials and continued to move to the depths
of the underground palace.

As it goes deeper and deeper into the inner circle of the palace, the passages
become wider and more complicated.



Some passages are even more than two hundred meters wide, like a small

square.

And the fierce beasts that Lu Yuan encountered were getting stronger and
stronger.

Some fierce beasts, even with the strength of Lu Yuan, feel a bit tricky.

However, Lu Yuan's strength is not weak, coupled with the strong strength of

Green, and the help of other genetic warriors, although sometimes it is a bit

difficult to fight, but he still moves forward steadily.

A certain distance forward, Lu Yuan and his group passed through a chaotic

area.

Just then, there was a low growl in the distance.

Lu Yuan felt the powerful breath, and suddenly stopped.

With cold sweat on his forehead, he looked at the corner where the sound

came, showing a look of uncertainty.

What a powerful breath!

He has been in the underground palace for so long, and it is the first time he

feels such a terrifying breath!

If he is confronted head-on, he feels that he has no chance of winning.

Like Lu Yuan, there is Green.

Green put up an index finger to his mouth for the first time, and gestured to

Zhuo Ming and several others.

Zhuo Ming stopped and looked around quietly.

This is normal communication for a team adventurous in the underground
palace.



Lu Yuan and Green looked at each other, both of them had a look of surprise

in their eyes.

The two eagerly explored the corner and looked outside.

Behind the corner is a huge passage like a small square. At the edge of the
passage, there is a whole body covered with black armor, with a unicorn on its
forehead, which looks like a dog and is a fierce beast with a height of about

one meter and seven at the shoulders. He was lowering his head and biting at

a giant snake corpse almost five meters long, yellow in color and a black line

on its back.

There are several giant snakes more than two meters long on one side.

Lu Yuan saw the yellow giant snake on the ground, his pupils couldn't help
shrinking, a little frightened.

Black thread snake itself is very poisonous, very powerful in terms of speed,
strength and physique.

The average black thread snake is only more than two meters long, and the

black thread snake is more than five meters long. This is obviously an elite

level beast!

The black thread snake has at least 50% genetic refinement, and the elite-
level black thread snake, even Lu Yuan dare not provoke it.

Didn't expect to become the corpse in the mouth of this fierce beast? !

This fierce beast is too strong!

Lu Yuan looked at the fierce beast and compared it with the illustrated book
he had seen before.

It didn't take long before he knew what kind of beast it was.

Black Scale Horned Wolf.

This is a powerful beast distributed throughout the Sandstone City area.



The number of black scale horned wolves is very small, but the group strength
is very strong.

The weakest black scale horned wolf is an elite level, and it is also an elite

beast with a tempering degree of more than 80%!

It is said that the black scale horned wolf clan also has powerful beasts at the
boss level.

They are one of the top predators in the entire Sandstone City!

I didn't expect to encounter such a beast here.

He turned his head and looked at Green beside him.

Green also turned to look at him.

Lu Yuan also saw the shock in Green's eyes.

The two winked, and then slowly backed away.

"Boss, Brother Yuan, how is it?"

Zhuo Ming asked carefully.

Several other people also looked at them.

Lu Yuan and Green looked at each other, Green frowned and said:

"Not very good, there is a black scale horned wolf eating there."

"What?! Black scale horned wolf?!"

Zhuo Ming and the others all opened their eyes wide and lost their color in
shock. Everyone lowered their voices for the first time, a little nervous.

"How come you encounter a fierce beast of this level here? We have been in

the past, but it is not enough for him to stuff his teeth."

"Boss, Brother Yuan, what shall we do?"



Everyone looked at Lu Yuan and Green.

Green also looked at Lu Yuan:

"Lu Yuan, you are the strongest, do you have any ideas?"

Lu Yuan frowned and thought, and said, "The black-scale horned wolf is too

strong. Even if you just feel this breath, it makes people feel a little scared.We

are not opponents. Think of a way around."

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, Green also nodded.

"We can go back for a while, there is a fork in the road ahead, and it should

also lead to the direction of the ruins."

After making a decision, everyone backed away carefully, not daring to

disturb the black scale horned wolf eating.

After they changed the channel, they moved on.

As it went deeper and deeper into the inner circle, the number of elite and

fierce beasts that made Lu Yuan feel very dangerous also increased.

There were some fierce beasts, and even Lu Yuan didn't notice the danger.

was still discovered by Green.

At this time, the benefits of rich experience in exploring the underground

palace are reflected.

Green spent several years in the sandstone underground
palace~www.mtlnovel.com~ There are a set of methods to avoid the beasts.

These are all experiences gained from death after death!

Everyone proceeded cautiously.

It didn't take long before they passed through a small passage less than ten

meters wide.



As soon as they got out of the tunnel, they saw a huge yellow sand ant corpse.

"It's a sand ant from the underground palace! Seeing its size, it should be an

elite soldier ant! I didn't expect it to die here."

"Let's take a look."

Several people came to the corpse of the elite soldier ant, and found that there

were many knife marks and sword marks on its corpse.

"It was left by the genetic warrior, it seems that it was killed by the genetic

warrior."

"I heard that the ruin is near the ant nest. Normally soldier ants will stay in the

ant nest to guard it. Is the ruin coming soon?"

Zhuo Ming said.

Everyone was surprised.

"Don't be happy first, stay alert! Don't be overcast by the time."

Green yelled.

Zhuo Ming gave a few people a wink, and they all nodded.

They continued to move forward, and saw a lot of sand ant corpses on the

way.

are mostly the corpses of worker ants, and the corpses of soldier ants can be

seen from time to time.

Soon, they came to a small square.

There are many genetic warriors in twos and threes in the small square.

Humans, elves, cats, kobolds, the four races are faintly distinct.

There is also a small group of four races mixed together.



In the depths of the small square, there is a closed bronze gate.

Various strange patterns are engraved on the gate.

"It's the gate of the ruins!"

Lu Yuan and others' eyes lit up, revealing surprises.
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